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How the traffic light console works

To start the ride timer, push the green traffic light control button. This will start the timer and begin the ride. After the 
time has completed, the night ringer will sound indicating to the attendant this is the last lap and the ride is over. 
The yellow traffic lights on the track and console button will flash for 15 seconds. After that time, the red traffic lights 
and console button will switch to a solid red light. The audio message will play “ Stay Seated Until All Karts Are 
Stopped”. To stop the audio message, push the message button up or down. The audio message will stop and the 
ride briefing will begin.  

After 5 minutes of inactivity, the console will switch to a sleep mode. The traffic lights will also switch off. Simply 
push one of the green buttons to wake up the console.
NOTE; the console power is still on when in sleep mode.

When the main power switch is first turned on, the console will switch to the same steps as if the ride is over.

See the buttons function & operations for more details.   
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Button description and operation

Traffic light control buttons:

RED TRAFFIC CONTROL BUTTON; ends ride 
cycle and activates red traffic lights.
YELLOW TRAFFIC CONTROL BUTTON; activates 
the yellow traffic lights signaling a full track 
caution. 
NOTE; ride timer is still active.
GREEN TRAFFIC CONTROL BUTTON; activates 
ride time cycle and turns the green traffic lights on.
MESSAGE SWITCH; push the switch down to play 
the message once. Push the switch up to have the 
message play continuously. 

Power switch: 
Turns the main console power on and off.

Kartrol remote switch buttons:

GREEN ALL GO BUTTON; activates the karts to 
“All Go” cycle and activates the green traffic light.
BLUE ALL MEDIUM BUTTON; activates the karts 
to “All Medium” speed cycle. 
YELLOW ALL SLOW BUTTON; activates the karts 
to “All Slow” cycle and activates the yellow traffic 
light signaling a full track caution. 
NOTE; ride timer is still active.
RED ALL STOP BUTTON; activates the karts to “All 
Stop” cycle and activates the yellow traffic light 
signaling a full track caution. 
NOTE; ride timer is still active.
PIT ON/OFF SWITCH; activates and deactivate 
the pit loop in wireless mode only. 
NOTE; if the pit loop signal generator is being 
powered by the traffic light, the switch will have no 
function.
MICROPHONE; this allows the operator to speak 
thru the overhead speakers. 
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Programming the smart relay

Press the arrow down key

Display will flash.

Press the “ESC” key.

Arrow down to “Set Param”.

Press “OK” key.



“B1”
RIDE TIME.

Adjust the “T” colum only.

00: = minutes & :00 = seconds.

Image shown here is set to 5 minute ride time.

Press the down key for the next setting.

“B27”
YELLOW LIGHT FLASH
Setting the flash time after the end of the ride.
The yellow light will flash equally between off and 
on.

“TH”= light on.
“TL”= light off.
“TA” not used.
00: = second & :00 = tenth of a second.
Image shown is set to 4 tenths of a second. 
“TH & “TL’ are set the same. 

Press the down key for the next setting.

“B26”
RED LIGHT. 
Setting the red light to stay on and not flash.

“TH” = light on.
“TL” = light off.
00: = seconds & :00s = tenth of a second.
Image shows “TH” set at 5 tenths of a second.
“TL”  set at 0.
“Ta” cannot be adjusted.

Press down key for next setting.

ADJUSTING TIMES IN SETTING MODE.
To adjust times press “OK” key.
The first digit will flash.
Press the up & down arrow key to raise and lower 
the time.
Press the right arrow key to adjust the next digit.
Press the “OK” key to save the setting.



“B19”
 YELLOW LIGHT.

“T” can be set at minutes & seconds
00: = minutes & :00m = seconds.
“Ta” cannot be changed.
Image shows “T” set at 15 seconds.

Press down key for next setting.

“B15”
SLEEP MODE.
Setting the time before the console switches into 
sleep mode. If the console is inactive for set period 
of time, the console will go into “Sleep Mode”.

“T” can be set to minutes & seconds.
00: = minutes & :00 = seconds.
Image shown is set to 5 minutes.
“Ta” cannot be changed.

Press the down key for the next setting.

“B12”
ATTENDANT ALERT TIME. 
The amount of time alert sound plays.

00: = seconds & :00s = tenth of a second.
Image shows “T” & “Ta” set at 6 seconds.
“T” & “Ta” need to be set to the same time.

Press down key for next setting.

ADJUSTING TIMES IN SETTING MODE.
To adjust times, press “OK” key.
The first digit will flash.
Press the up & down arrow key to raise and lower 
the time.
Press the right arrow key to adjust the next digit.
Press the “OK” key to save the setting.



AFTER SETTINGS HAVE BEEN CHANGED. 

Press “ESC”

Display will return to settings screen. 

 

Display will be flashing.

Press up key and smart relay will return to opera-
tion mode.

 



Panel power:
Connect 120 VAC hot wire to terminal “L”.
Connect neutral wire to terminal “N”.
Connect ground wire to terminal “GND” (green & yellow terminal color).
NOTE; the “H” black terminal is not used for connecting panel power.

Traffic signal:
Connect all the traffic lights neutral wires to terminal “N”.
Connect ground wires to terminal “GND” (green and yellow terminal color).
Connect red light hot wire to terminal “204” (red terminal color).
Connect yellow light hot wire to terminal “203” (yellow terminal color).
Connect green light hot wire to terminal “202” (green terminal color).

Speaker:
Speaker output is for 70 Volt speaker only. Most commercial speakers are multi-tap type.
Connect the speaker common wire to the “-” speaker terminal.
Connect the speaker 70Volt wire to the “+” speaker terminal.

Video:
Video style cable must be used for this purpose.
Connect the wire to the “+” video terminal.
Connect the outside shield wire to the “-” video terminal.

Audio: 
 Audio out is a millivolt-type output and is for feeding into audio equipment.

System requirements:
120v 20 amp dedicated circuit for console and traffic lights.

Console panal wiring connections


